Autumn House Press is pleased to announce the release of Carry You, the
new short story collection by Glori Simmons, winner of the 2017 Autumn
House Fiction Prize. As contest judge Amina Gautier states: “Carry You is
an intense read, a linked collection of finely intertwined stories expertly
dealing with the intricate nature of blame, complicity, duty, and war.”
Simmons draws out the humanity of her characters, their flaws and
failings, their hopes and desires, and their dreams for the future.
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About the Book
“Carry You is a gorgeous, moving investigation into violence and the way that it warps us. From Iraqi to
American, from soldier to museum conservator, Simmons's characters evoke the gravity of war and its
inevitable breaking of the ties we hold most dear: family, friends, country—even the tie between self and
basic decency. Carry You is void of sloganeering, void of easy answers, but clear-eyed in its evocation of a
war in which there are no winners.
—Scott Hutchins, author of A Working Theory of Love
About the Author
Glori Simmons is the author of the short story collection Suffering Fools (Willow Springs Books, 2017)
and a book of poetry, Graft (Truman State University Press, 2002). A former Stegner Fellow, she has
received numerous awards for her poetry and fiction and has taught throughout the Bay Area. She
currently lives in Oakland, California, and is the director of the Thacher Gallery at the University of San
Francisco.
This title is available from our distributor, UPNE Book Partners. If you are interested in reviewing this
book or scheduling a reading with the author, please don’t hesitate to email info@autumnhouse.org.
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